Research of interaction of β-radioactive radiation with biotissue of an organism is lead. It is shown, that during electrons moderation there is a brake electromagnetic radiation usually in an X-ray range. There are derivatives of the formulas in not relativistic and relativistic variant for a finding of dependence of a flux brake electromagnetic radiation from frequency, of charging number elements of a biotissue, of a parameter of efficiency braking of electrons, of initial intensity of a flux of electrons and initial energy of electrons, is given.
INTRODUCTION
Influence ionizing radiations on an organism is carried out due to the various physical phenomena. For example, at influence X-ray and -radiations on a biotissues: Processes of coherent and not coherent scattering, an internal photo effect, formation of an electron-positron pair, etc. are observed. Influence α-, β-, proton, neutron, etc. radioactive radiations also are accompanied by the various phenomena. All these phenomena are desirable for taking into account at prescribe of procedures of radiation therapy.
For example we shall consider some physical processes of interaction of a flux of β-particles, i.e. electrons with tissues of an organism. β-rays are used in a number of oncological diseases, in particular malignant lymphoma [1] .
The following phenomena are possible at interaction of β-particles with biotissues [2] :  Elastic collisions of electrons with atoms at which energy of electrons practically does not vary;  Non elastic collisions of electrons with atoms at which energy of electrons is lost on excitation and ionization of atoms;  Non elastic collisions of electrons with nucleus and electrons of the atoms, accompanying with formation of brake radiation.
In Table 1 the ratio of losses of energy of the electrons moving in biotissues going on brake radiation, to the losses of energy going on excitation and ionization of atoms is shown, depending on energy of electrons falling on a biotissue [2] .
Apparently from Table 1 of loss on brake radiation are compared with so-called "ionizing losses" at energy of electrons close to 1 MeV.
Energy of electrons of β-rays depends on radioactive element which radiates these rays. For a spectrum β-rays it is typically existence of the top power border. For example, isotope widely used in medicine has two spectra β-rays. The top border of a low-energy spectrum of electrons is E 0 = 318 keV, and high-energy spectrum E 0 = 1491 keV [3] . The basic fraction of β-rays 99.9% falls at a low-energy spectrum. Short-wave boundary length of a wave of brake radiation (if all energy of the electron is transferred to a photon) for a low-energy spectrum is connected to an irradiation of biotissues by β-particles, it is necessary to take into account, that at braking electrons of big energy there is a X-ray radiation which has killing action on cells of an organism. This phenomenon should be taken into account at calculation of spatial distribution of the absorbed doze of β-radiation which is proportional to LET [4] , and also for more exact estimation of biological effects of influence of radiation on various parts of an organism. The interesting experimental fact is the identical radiating effect on a biotissues ionizing electromagnetic radiations and β-rays [4] . For an explanation of the given phenomenon it is necessary to consider in more detail movement of the electron of β-radiation in a biotissue.
THE ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE OF BRAKE RADIATION AT MOVEMENT OF THE ELECTRON IN A BIOTISSUE. NON RELATIVISTIC VARIANT
Let's consider in more detail braking with scattering of the electron moving in a field of a nucleus (Figure 1) .
During flight of the electron about a nucleus there is dipole configuration of charges. The dipole moment is directed usually from the electron to a nucleus. For convenience we shall assume, that it is directed against a unit vector n which is directed on a radius-vector of the electron.
During movement of the electron the dipole moment rotates in a plane of scattering of the electron. The maximal probability of a start of quantums of brake radiation has in a direction of perpendicular axes of a dipole. This probability is distributed in spherical coordinates under the sine wave law. The diagram of radiation of quantums is shown on Figure 1 .
Assuming, that at interaction of one moving electron with an electric field of a nucleus one photon radiated, we shall write down the operator (Hamiltonian) radiations of a photon with an impulse k, system an electronnucleus [5] : 
where е is a charge of the electron, m-its mass, Z-charging number of a nucleus, r-a radius-vector up to a considered point of space in a direction of radiation of a photon, ˆi     p -the operator of an impulse of the is the ratio of potential energy of a field to energy of the radiated photon. All transformations as it is accepted in quantum mechanics, we carry out in system C.G.S. Let's find a matrix element of energy of interaction of the electron moving in a field of a nucleus, at change of an impulse of the electron , where р is an initial impulse of the electron, and -its impulse after scattering on a nucleus. We assume a nucleus is the heavy motionless center. In this case change of an impulse of the electron   p p  p    q p p on the module is equal to an impulse of the radiated photon  q k . In vector-potential A it is necessary to transit from a radius-vector in a direction of radiation of a photon to a Simultaneously we used replacement  q k . A unit radius-vector in a direction of the electron since further wave functions of the electron with its radius-vector will be used. Taking In spite of the fact that transformations will be written at once concerning a radius-vector of the electron, actual transition for convenience will be made later about what we shall tell below.
The matrix element of energy of radiation of a photon at interaction of the electron and a field of a nucleus can be written down as (in this case r-a radius-vector of the electron): 
where taken into account the condition since in (2) transition to a radius-vector of the electron is carried out really only before collecting of exponents. It is used -the law of conservation of an impulse of the 
and u is amplitudes of wave functions. In transformations (2) the formula of the vector analysis [7] is used. For a matrix element of an impulse of the electron we have:
Let's find integral [5, 6] : Hence, the matrix element of an impulse of the electron in a field of a nucleus is equal:
where it is accepted, that the quantum starts up radial from atom. Thus the quantum has an impulse k which makes with a vector n angle , Figure 1 .
Assuming amplitudes of wave functions
[5], we shall find:
The probability of transition of the electron   p p in unit of time with radiation of a photon in a solid angle , taking into account (2), is equal [5, 6] : d p dp dp dp
we use the formula [5, 8] :
where
 v is density of a flux of falling electrons, N-number of falling electrons, v-their speed [5, 7] . At
Substituting (6) in (7), we shall find differential effective section of process of transition of the electron
where it is taken into account, that an impulse of the electron p mv  . At scattering of the electron in a solid angle do:
where the law of conservation of energy as 
Substituting (5) The received formula coincides with [8] where it is deduced by other, more formal way.
In a direction r q    r nuanta do not take off, since in this case and . In a direction perpendicular n the probability of a start of quantum is maximal. Distribution of probability of a start of quanta is shown in Figure 1 . The same conclusion is made in [9] .  e n 0  qe Let's lead integration in directions of a photon k and in directions of polarization.
Assuming dipole character of radiation of quanta, we have, that distribution of intensity of the taken off quantums submits to the law 2 sin  [7] . Integration on directions of polarization is reduced only to multiplication 2 since exist two directions of polarization. Taking into account , we shall find:
16
. 
The formula (13) characterizes spectral distribution of differential effective section of braking and scattering of electrons.
The 
The energy flux of quanta of radiation is equal:
Hence, the spectral density of a flux of photons d d  does not depend on frequency that coincides with a conclusion [10] . Let's note, that the received formula (15) does not take into account shielding a field of a nucleus by atom's electrons. The account of effect of shielding is usually carried out by introduction empirical and half-empirical amendments [2] . At small values of parameter of efficiency of braking dependence has practically linear character.
THE RELATIVISTIC AMENDMENT
Let's consider influence of relativistic effects on character of brake radiation.
Let E is initial energy of the electron falling on the substance.
There is a probability of radiation of a photon at movement of the electron in a field of atom. The law of conservation of energy looks like:
where is final energy of the electron. E During movement of the electron transition of system atom-electron from an initial condition (start) in a final condition (finish) is carried out. Hamiltonian interactions are equal:
where Hamiltonian is conditionally separated into two addends. The first addend int H characterizes radiation by the electron of the quantum, the second addend Vinteraction of the electron with a field of atom.
In a case Coulomb's field the energy of interaction of the electron and atom looks like: 
where is a part of an impulse of the electron, transmitted to atom to which there is an interaction. 
This transition is determined addend V in Hamiltonian (18). Square of energy of the electron in the second intermediate state . 
Combining (20) and (21) or (22) and (23) we notice, that in both cases the law of conservation of an impulse at transition looks like:
i.e. the part of an initial impulse of the electron is transferred to a photon , and other part is transferred to atom. Therefore the size is identical to the first and second variants of transition. 
where is the conjugate amplitude of wave function The compound matrix element of interaction of the electron and atom looks like:
In denominators addends (32) should be differences between energy of an initial condition of system the electron-atom and energy this system in intermediate states I and II. However, in connection with that energy of atom at interaction with the electron is assumed constant, at subtraction in denominators energy of atom disappears and it is possible to not take into account. Therefore in denominators energy of the electron and a photon is taken into account only.
The intermediate state of the electron I arises after emission of a photon, but before interaction with atom, therefore in a denominator of the first addend energy emitted photon is subtracted. The intermediate state of the electron II arises due to its interaction with atom before emission of a photon. Therefore in a denominator of the second addend to subtract energy of a photon it is not necessary. 
The probability of transition of system in unit of time is proportional to a square of a corresponding matrix element [5] :
where F d  is number of final power states of the system, falling a unit interval of energy F dE of a final state [9] . At a final state are present the electron with an impulse  p , with energy and a photon with an impulse k. Thus, in an ultrarelativistic variant radiation of photons is directed approximately along an initial direction of movement of the electron falling on substance that corresponds to a conclusion [9] .
SPECTRUM OF THE BRAKE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
For estimation of the received results correction it is necessary to compare to known experimental data.
There is brake radiation in the X-ray range which usually received in X-ray tubes. The electrons are accelerated in space between the cathode and the anode. Between the cathode and the anode there is also accelerating voltage. At braking in substance of the anode, the electrons cause occurrence from the anode the brake electromagnetic radiation.
Comparison of the formula (16) with results of experiments [10] , shows, that it does not correspond to experiments on two parameters. First, dependence of a energy flux of quantums of brake radiation on charging number Z of atoms of braking substance not square-law, but linear. Second, the frequency dependence on the contrary, it is not linear, but square-law.
